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25TH PRESIDENTIAL EXPORT AWARDS
2023

The SLEDB extends an invitation
to Sri Lankan exporters to submit

their applications for
consideration as recipients of the
25th Presidential Export Awards

-2023 for the financial years
2021/22 and 2022/23.

 
Apply Now

on
pea.edb.gov.lk

 

https://pea.edb.gov.lk/
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The primary objective of the “EDB Open Day” program was to equip aspiring entrepreneurs with the fundamental
knowledge required to navigate the complexities of the export sector. Through interactive sessions and one-on-
one meetings with the EDB officials, each participant had the opportunity to gain valuable insights and guidance
specific to their business goals.
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EDB OPEN DAY GUIDES INNOVATIVE ENTREPRENEURS
TO ENTER EXPORT MARKET 

The Sri Lanka Export Development Board (EDB) successfully organised the inaugural “Open Day” program (June
15), aimed at providing guidance to innovative entrepreneurs and encouraging their participation in the export
sector. 

The event garnered a tremendous response with over a thousand budding entrepreneurs from across the island
in attendance. Notably, the program witnessed a significant participation of young individuals who were
passionate in exploring opportunities in the export market.

Cont. >>>
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The program encompassed a range of activities and services tailored to meet the diverse needs of the
participants. The key areas covered during the event included comprehensive explanations of export procedures,
insights into agricultural and industrial product markets, strategies for product enhancement, identification of
potential export linkages, and offering guidance on conforming to international standards. Moreover, “EDB Open
Day” served as a platform for the participants to provide feedback on the EDB’s existing services and engage with
relevant officials, thereby fostering a collaborative environment.

Under the leadership of EDB Chairman Dr. Kingsley Barnard along with the support of Director General (Acting)
Malini Baddegamage, all the EDB officers dedicated their resources and expertise to the success of the program.
Their commitment further highlighted the EDB’s ongoing efforts to promote entrepreneurship and facilitate the
growth of the export sector in Sri Lanka.

The positive response and active participation witnessed during the “EDB Open Day” reflect the rising interest and
enthusiasm among entrepreneurs to explore global markets. By providing a comprehensive platform for
knowledge exchange and fostering direct interactions between entrepreneurs and industry experts, the EDB is
playing a pivotal role in empowering innovative individuals to expand their businesses internationally.
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The Export Development Board (EDB) Boat and Ship Building Advisory Committee has emphasized the importance
of developing a strategy for the nautical tourism industry in Sri Lanka as the country has a massive potential for
nautical tourism considering the high marine diversity as well as the strategic location of the country during the
7th meeting of the Advisory Committee, held recently.

“Foreign yachts could come to the Sri Lankan waters and anchor and spend few days in the country, as we have
attractive onshore activities such as whale/dolphin watching, scuba diving, leisure fishing, snorkelling, windsurfing,
kite surfing together with many more activities around the country throughout the year,’’ the Advisory Committee
members pointed out. Therefore, the development of the nautical tourism would provide the opportunities to
showcase the capabilities of local boat builders and would allow country to earn foreign exchange earnings, which
is the need of the hour.”

The other major points discussed at the meeting were the development of marina infrastructure, reforming the
National Export Strategy (NES), organizing the upcoming Sri Lanka Boat show in October 2023, the implementation
of the activities recommended under the EDB action Plan, etc.

Furthermore, the committee also emphasized the significance of developing infrastructure facilities for the boat
building industry which is one of the pre requisites for the development and promotion of the sector and reviewed
the progress of the ongoing projects of establishing breakwater at Kapparathota and establishing launching pads
at Beruwela, Negombo and Welipatanwila.

EDB Chairman Dr. Kingsley Bernard stated that the private and public sector involvement in Advisory Committees
is expected to provide an environment to formulate mutually acceptable proposals, thereby enabling their efficient
implementation. In this context, he added that the members of the Advisory Committee on Boat and Ship Building
are providing continuous support on evolving strategies to develop the sector.

Advisory Committee Chairman Gamini Herath appreciated the EDB’s cooperation in carrying out initiatives such as
the National Export Strategy, Biennial Boat Show, international promotional activities,etc. during the meeting. The
Advisory Committees are expected to identify key market challenges and opportunities facing the industry, set
goals to strengthen sector competitiveness, identify market requirements, as well as propose key policy changes
that need to be initiated to develop the export sector while playing a significant role in reviewing the relevant
product or service sector.

The Boat and Ship building industry has been identified as a future visionary sector, which could contribute
significantly to raise the level of overall export performance of the country.
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IPC India, Export Development Board (EDB), and Sri Lanka Electronic Manufacturers
and Exporters Association (SLEMEA) jointly organised an industry networking event
and a technical workshop on an electronic assembly to educate and discuss on
latest trends, and advancements in electronic assembly to becoming e a significant
player in the global electronics market. 

The industry networking event and a technical workshop were held on Thursday at
the Department of Electronic and Telecommunication Engineering, University of
Moratuwa. EDB Chairman and CEO Dr. Kingsley Bernard delivered the keynote at
the event as the Chief Guest. 
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IPC INDUSTRY NETWORKING EVENT EDUCATES SL STAKEHOLDERS
TO CONQUER GLOBAL ELECTRONICS MARKET

 

Cont. >>>

EDB Chairman and CEO
Dr. Kingsley Bernard 

 

“We have the ability and the know-how to produce certain component products aiming at different levels of
the value chain. Different parts come from different countries. We are in a position to explore that
opportunity. The approach has to be niche marketing and going upmarket. If you can identify the right niches
in the market and also if you can match the requirements of those niches to hi-tech products, we will be
winners,” he added. 

IPC India is a global organisation that supports Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), Electronic
Manufacturing Services (EMS), Printed Circuit Board (PCB) manufacturers, cable and wire harness
manufacturers, and suppliers to the electronics industry to improve the manufacturing of electronics and to
build electronics better. 

EDB Director Export Services Indumini Kodikara, SLEMEA President Dr. Ajith Pasqual, GPV Group Vice
President Quality Ville Pirila and JBC Tools Country Manager Anand Selvaraj also shared their insights at the
networking event. 

Additionally, IPC Trainer C.S. Nagraj and IPC Trainer T.N. Phanishayee made presentations on “Best Practices in
Electronics Assembly” and “Wire Harness - A Growing Sector in Electronics,” respectively.
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The IPC Hand Soldering Competition, which featured 25 competitors from Sri Lankan Electrical and Electronic
firms, is the event’s centrepiece. By building an assembly that satisfies the requirements of IPC-A-610, Class
3, participants have displayed their abilities and skills. The functionality of the assembly, adherence to the
assembly procedure, and overall product quality have all been assessed by the judging panel, which consists
of certified specialists. Each contestant had a maximum of one hour to complete the procedure. The
contest’s winner has earned a spot in this year’s ‘Productronica World Championship’, which will take place in
Munich, Germany, in November. 

In addition to the competition, the IPC industry networking event has provided a platform for professionals
and industry experts to connect, share knowledge, and discuss the latest trends and advancements in
electronic assembly. 

The event was very significant for Sri Lanka’s electronics industry. The country’s electronics industry has
grown steadily thanks to government initiatives and support, as well as a skilled workforce and a favourable
business environment. Due to its advantageous geographic position and highly educated workforce, notably
in engineering and technology, Sri Lanka has the potential to become a significant player in the global
electronics market. 

The technical workshop on electronic assembly also featured insightful sessions by industry leaders, covering
topics such as emerging technologies, manufacturing processes, quality standards, and regulatory
compliance. 

IPC members increase their bottom lines and deliver dependable, high-quality items through set standards,
certification, education, training, thought leadership, advocacy, creative solutions, and industry knowledge.

The IPC industry networking event and technical workshop on electronic assembly offered a valuable
opportunity for professionals, manufacturers, and stakeholders in the electronics industry to enhance their
knowledge, build partnerships, and explore avenues for growth and collaboration. 

The EDB is planning to organise similar programs for the Sri Lankan electronics and electrical sector in the
future.
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Register now for this Zoom Webinar:
 

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_BGW2gFY7TKevQeuYvwCNKw

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_BGW2gFY7TKevQeuYvwCNKw
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SRI LANKA CUSTOMS - RATES OF EXCHANGE
EFFECTIVE FROM 26.06.2023 TO 02.07.2023
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